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Extended Abstract
Reinforced concrete is one of the most common structural materials in civil engineering [1]. Since the 1950s, prestressed
concrete has been widely used [2]. In pretensioned prestressed concrete technology, the prefabrication contributes to a
quicker construction process, high-quality fabrication, optimal usage of properties of applied materials, and solutions to the
limitations connected with environmental issues [3].
Without a bond, the concrete members would not be pretensioned. The anchorage and development of prestressing force
depend exclusively on the bond after the release of strands [4]. The bond may be categorized as transfer or flexural. A transfer
bond occurs at the release of the prestressing strand through the transfer of the prestress force from the strand to the concrete
in the end zone. The transfer length is the distance from the end of the concrete to the point where the strand stress reaches
a constant level (the effective prestress after losses). Its value depends on parameters such as prestressing level, the strength
of concrete at tension release, the diameter of the strand, type of release (gradual or sudden), surface condition of the strand
(clean, oiled, rusted), confining reinforcement around the strand, the time elapsed after the transfer, the position of the strand
in the member (top or bottom), type of concrete curing, and other factors [5].
The transfer lengths of the prestressing strands are estimated experimentally or from empirical formulae given in various
design codes [6, 7, 8]. These formulae provide varied predictions in transfer length. The literature confirms that concrete
compressive strength strongly affects the transfer length. In addition, some design codes, like ACI 318-14 [6] and AASHTO
LRFD [7], do not take compressive strength into account, as only strand parameters are considered. These formulae
overestimate transfer length when concrete quality is good. The transfer length is an essential parameter in the shear design
and determination of allowable stresses. Inaccurate estimation of this length can affect the shear capacity of a member and
result in serviceability issues that occur in the end zones at strand release [8, 9]. Therefore, accurate transfer length estimation
is needed, which can be accomplished by incorporating concrete compressive strength in the transfer length equation.
Numerical modelling has made considerable progress in this area. Furthermore, numerical modelling is being
implemented in design because experiments can be challenging, unwelcome, costly, or time-consuming. In addition, model
predictions closely align with experimental testing.
This article aims to study the effects of concrete compressive strength on the transfer length in pretensioned concrete
members with numerical modelling. The first step is to validate a pretensioned concrete beam based on previous results in
the literature. The second step is to model roughly 50 pretensioned beams of various concrete types and examine the transfer
lengths. The concrete types will have compressive strengths classified as normal, high, very high, and ultra-high, ranging
from 20 to 155 MPa, respectively. Low-relaxation grade 1862 strand (fpu=1862 MPa) will be used with a pretensioned
magnitude is up to 0.8fpu. This evaluation will yield an equation that defines the transfer length using power regression. The
results will be compared with those predicted by ACI and AASHTO LRFD.
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